Stay In Control

Next Generation Enterprise Architecture Management with ADOIT
Keep your Business on Track

Experience best-possible Tool Support using ADOIT

Enterprise Architecture Management aims at providing a clear picture of your organization to allow all business analysts and architects to understand the dependencies between business and IT. That way you are able to set the right initiatives to meet business visions and strategy.

Do you want to …?

- prepare your organization to tackle future challenges
- align your planned investments with your corporate strategy
- understand the dependencies between business and IT
- adapt your IT services to your customers' increasing demands
- actively control your applications' life cycles
- know the impact of a technological change

... then ADOIT is the right tool for you.
Seven Good Reasons

For Enterprise Architecture Management with ADOIT

Develop your Enterprise Architecture Collaboratively
Enterprise Architecture requires teamwork. ADOIT helps you to optimally improve collaboration by distributing your organization's architectural tasks among your team; in this way each employee gets a clear picture of his tasks and responsibilities.

Role-based Access
Different interest groups have different information needs. Automated and user-specific notifications and warnings ensure a rapid and goal-oriented communication.

Tailored Views and Reports
Views and reports address stakeholder-specific concerns and allow informed and transparent decisions. At the push of a button, dependencies within the architecture as well as the impact of planned changes become visible.

No Barriers to Entry – 100% Web
All EA scenarios are available in the web client. Latest technologies, such as HTML5, allow for accessing the EA suite from anywhere through the web, no client installation required.

Flexible and Integrable
We do not believe in “one size fits all”: Similarly to how your current and future challenges are constantly changing, ADOIT can be adapted to meet your specific needs in many ways.

Expandable – Start Small, Think Big
The standard configuration of ADOIT covers all typical scenarios already out-of-the-box. Additionally, the metamodelling platform offers individual customization options with minimal effort. This way ADOIT is growing flexibly.

Strong Partner – Integration with ADONIS
ADOIT can be flexibly integrated with other tools and technologies, such as ADONIS, our powerful Business Process Management suite. Open interfaces guarantee the integration of tools like CMDBs and collaboration platforms.
Features & Application Scenarios

Realize various Objectives and Scenarios

- **Identify Strategic Action Fields**
  With Business Capability Management you establish the basis for a goal-oriented alignment of your organization and assess and refine your capabilities with regard to that.

- **Make IT Services Transparent**
  Describe your IT services by means of service trees and link these with the elements of the Enterprise Architecture. Create a joint platform for business and IT stakeholders and define clear responsibilities on all levels of business and IT.

- **Take the Right Investment**
  Rationalize your application landscape based on your application portfolio: blueprints are created for coordination and communication of your roadmap and are distributed to relevant interest groups within business units and IT departments.

- **Enforce Data Consistency**
  Catalogue all relevant business data and assign the corresponding master applications. Ensure data consistency in order to provide reliable high-quality data on all levels of your architecture.
Reduce Operational Costs
Lower operational and maintenance costs: effective Technology Portfolio Management allows to timely detect technologies that need to be renewed or decommissioned.

Ensure Compliance
Through Compliance Management you ensure a timely and adequate consideration of all regulatory or legal requirements in your target architecture.

Mitigate Risks
Identify business-critical risks by using IT Risk Management. Consequent risk analysis facilitates the evaluation and creation of adequate counter measures.

Discover Cloud Services
Find out how your enterprise will profit from implementing cloud solutions and gain insight in the potential effects of cloud initiatives.
Business Architecture Transformation

Sustainably Increase the Corporate Success with ADOIT

- Provide business services faster and easier
- Optimize capabilities, processes, applications and technologies
- Reduce costs
- Increase transparency in data collection and analysis
- Analyze the impacts of future changes in a comprehensive and timely manner
- Optimal business and IT alignment

ADOIT is the all-round solution for Enterprise Architecture Management – suitable for all company sizes. This has led to a variety of customers and long-standing partnerships.

ADOIT is our central reference point for Architecture Information.

Vasco Tilly, IT Architect, Second German Television (ZDF)
With the BOC Group as a partner, you are provided with expert knowledge to take your EA initiatives to the next level.

BOC consultants and trainers have many years of practical experience, profound methodological and industry expertise, and support you with the TOGAF-certified EA-tool in a wide field of application:

- Establishment of Enterprise Architecture Management know-how in your organization
- Definition and implementation of architectural principles
- Identification of improvement potentials at all levels of your Enterprise Architecture
- Establishment of Business Capability Management
- Installation of Compliance and IT Risk Management
- Integration of your Process Management initiatives
- Orientation towards international standards such as TOGAF, ArchiMate, ITIL and COBIT

**BOC Group – benefit from more than 20 years of experience in IT-based management.**

*The Enterprise Architecture initiative has created a strong and robust planning basis for the entire organization.*

Michael Plachy, Head of Staff Unit Software Engineering, Federal Ministry of Finance
Intrigued?

www.boc-group.com/ADOIT